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2017 Alfa Romeo Giulia Named IIHS Top Safety Pick+

2017 Alfa Romeo Giulia premium mid-size sedan achieves the highest possible rating in each of the five

tests used by IIHS to evaluate crashworthiness

Giulia’s Forward Collision Warning-Plus with Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) technology earns

“superior” rating from IIHS

October 3, 2017,  Auburn Hills, Mich. - In its inaugural model year, the 2017 Alfa Romeo Giulia mid-size premium

sedan earns a 2017 Top Safety Pick+ (TSP+) rating** from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS).

 

“The Giulia represents the height of Alfa Romeo engineering and technology so no effort was spared when it came to

the vehicle’s performance and safety features,” said Reid Bigland,Head of Alfa Romeo. “We’re honored to receive

this award from IIHS as it shows our commitment to creating state-of-the-art vehicles.”

 

The TSP+ designation is contingent upon achieving ratings of “good” in five IIHS crashworthiness evaluations. The

2017 Alfa Romeo Giulia achieves “good” – the highest possible rating – in each.

 

To achieve the 2017 TSP+ designation, vehicles must also perform well in IIHS’ Automatic Emergency Braking

(AEB) system and Headlamp evaluations. The Giulia achieved a rating of “superior,” the highest possible rating for

AEB, as well as a “good” rating for headlamps, which is also the highest rating.

 

Safety and Security

The all-new Alfa Romeo Giulia offers innovative safety and security features and leverages state-of-the-art driver-

assist features. The latest Alfa Romeo premium mid-size sedan offers driver-assistance features that include:

Full-speed Forward Collision Warning – Plus with Full Stop: provides autonomous braking and, under

certain circumstances, slows or brings the vehicle to a full stop when a frontal collision is imminent

Adaptive Cruise Control – Plus with Full Stop: helps to maintain distance from the vehicle ahead and,

under certain traffic conditions, the system can bring the Giulia to a full stop without driver intervention

and resume driving once the vehicle ahead has moved forward

Lane Departure Warning: alerts the driver of an inadvertent lane departure

To assist the driver both on the road and in parking situations, Blind-spot Monitoring, Rear Cross Path detection and

front- and rear-park assist sensors are offered on Giulia.

In addition, the Alfa Romeo Giulia features advanced multistage driver and front-passenger air bags; driver and front-

passenger seat-mounted side air bags (pelvic-thorax); front and rear side curtain air bags; and driver and front-

passenger inflatable knee air bags.

 

** The TSP+ designation applies to any 2017 model-year Alfa Romeo Giulia produced after May 2017 equipped with

Forward Collision Warning-Plus – an option at only $500 MSRP – and bi-xenon projector headlamps (35W) featuring

adaptive forward lighting and auto-leveling.

 

Alfa Romeo

Born in 1910 in Milan, Italy, Alfa Romeo has designed and crafted some of the most stylish and sporty cars in

automotive history. That tradition lives on today as Alfa Romeo continues to take a unique and innovative approach to

automobiles. The Alfa Romeo Stelvio sets a benchmark in performance, style and technology in an SUV. The award-

winning Alfa Romeo Giulia delivers race-inspired performance, advanced technologies and an exhilarating driving



experience to the premium midsize sedan segment. In early 2023, Alfa Romeo will offer its first compact SUV with the

all-new Tonale. The globally available Tonale is part of a radical evolution taking place at Alfa Romeo, which looks

ahead to a new era of electrification and connectivity. Alfa Romeo is part of the portfolio of brands offered by leading

global automaker and mobility provider Stellantis. For more information regarding Stellantis (NYSE: STLA), please

visit www.stellantis.com.

Follow Alfa Romeo brand news and video on:

Company blog: http://blog.stellantisnorthamerica.com

Media website: http://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com

Alfa Romeo newsroom: https://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com/newsroom.do?id=292&mid=446

Consumer website: www.alfaromeousa.com and www.alfaromeo.com

Facebook: Alfa Romeo USA

Instagram: @alfaromeousa

Twitter: @alfaromeousa and @StellantisNA

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/StellantisNA
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Additional information and news from Stellantis are available at: https://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com
 


